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1 HOUSE BILL NO. 2547
2 Offered January 9, 2019
3 Prefiled January 9, 2019
4 A BILL to amend and reenact §§ 56-585.1:3, 56-585.3, and 56-594 of the Code of Virginia and to
5 amend the Code of Virginia by adding sections numbered 56-585.4 and 56-594.01, relating to
6 electric utilities; net energy metering by electric cooperatives; community solar development.
7 ––––––––––

Patrons––Hugo and Tran
8 ––––––––––
9 Referred to Committee on Commerce and Labor

10 ––––––––––
11 Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
12 1. That §§ 56-585.1:3, 56-585.3, and 56-594 of the Code of Virginia are amended and reenacted
13 and that the Code of Virginia is amended by adding sections numbered 56-585.4 and 56-594.01 as
14 follows:
15 § 56-585.1:3. Pilot programs for community solar development.
16 A. As used in this section:
17 "Eligible generation facility" means an electrical generation facility that:
18 1. Exclusively uses energy derived from sunlight;
19 2. Is placed in service on or after July 1, 2017;
20 3. Is not constructed by an investor-owned utility and either (i) is acquired by an investor-owned
21 utility through an asset purchase agreement or (ii) is subject to a power purchase agreement under which
22 an investor-owned utility purchases the facility's output from a third party; and
23 4. Has a generating capacity of:
24 a. Not more than two megawatts; or
25 b. More than two megawatts if not more than two megawatts of the output from the electrical
26 generation facility is selected in an investor-owned utility's RFP for dedication to its pilot program.
27 "Generating capacity" means an electrical generation facility's nameplate rated capacity measured in
28 direct current megawatts.
29 "Investor-owned utility" means an electric utility that is a Phase I Utility or a Phase II Utility.
30 "Participating generating facility" means an eligible generation facility that is selected by an
31 investor-owned utility through its RFP for inclusion in its pilot program.
32 "Participating third party" means, for investor-owned utilities, a Virginia nonresidential-class
33 customer, an affiliate, a solar development entity, or a nonjurisdictional customer that takes on the
34 obligation, as part of a variable-output contract, of pilot program costs not recovered through the
35 voluntary companion rate schedule as specified in subdivision B 8.
36 "Participating utility" means (i) each investor-owned utility and (ii) any utility consumer services
37 cooperative that elects to conduct a pilot program under subsection C.
38 "Phase I Utility" means an investor-owned incumbent electric utility that was, as of July 1, 1999, not
39 bound by a rate case settlement adopted by the Commission that extended in its application beyond
40 January 1, 2002.
41 "Phase II Utility" means an investor-owned incumbent electric utility that was, as of July 1, 1999,
42 bound by a rate case settlement adopted by the Commission that extended in its application beyond
43 January 1, 2002.
44 "Pilot program" means a community solar pilot program conducted by a participating utility pursuant
45 to this section following approval by the Commission, under which the participating utility sells electric
46 power to subscribing customers under a voluntary companion rate schedule and the participating utility
47 generates or purchases electric power from participating generation facilities selected by the participating
48 utility.
49 "Pilot program costs" means all of a participating utility's identified, projected, and actual costs of its
50 pilot program, including costs for (i) purchased power; (ii) renewable and other environmental attributes;
51 (iii) transmission and distribution services; (iv) generating capacity and energy balancing; (v) RFP
52 process costs; (vi) administrative and marketing charges; (vii) capital costs and operations and
53 maintenance expenses related to building, owning, and operating eligible generating facilities; and (viii)
54 a reasonable margin, which margin shall be the weighted average cost of capital.
55 "Pilot program period" means the three-year period ending three years following the date the first
56 subscription is entered into by a customer.
57 "RFP" means the request for proposal process conducted by an investor-owned utility.
58 "Small eligible generation facility" means an eligible generation facility with a generating capacity of
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59 less than 0.5 megawatt.
60 "Solar development entity" means a business entity organized primarily for the purpose of proposing,
61 developing, constructing, purchasing, or selling at wholesale all or part of the output of an eligible
62 generation facility. A solar development entity may be organized in any form and may be a special
63 purpose entity.
64 "Utility aggregation cooperative" has the same meaning ascribed to "cooperative" in § 56-231.38.
65 "Utility consumer services cooperative" has the same meaning ascribed to "cooperative" in
66 § 56-231.15.
67 "Voluntary companion rate schedule" means a rate schedule approved by the Commission upon
68 application by a participating utility that provides for the recovery of the pilot program costs by the
69 participating utility.
70 B. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection B of § 56-234 and §§ 56-249.6 and 56-585.1, each
71 investor-owned utility shall conduct a pilot program for retail customers as follows:
72 1. Each investor-owned utility shall design its own pilot program and within six months of receiving
73 Commission approval shall make subscriptions for participation in its pilot program available to its retail
74 customers on a voluntary basis.
75 2. An investor-owned utility shall select eligible generating facilities for dedication to its pilot
76 program through an RFP process, under which process:
77 a. Each investor-owned utility shall have issued one or more public RFPs for eligible generating
78 facilities and the purchase of all energy output and associated renewable energy certificates and other
79 environmental attributes.
80 b. Each RFP shall:
81 (1) State the price and non-price criteria used by the investor-owned utility in selecting proposals for
82 dedication to its pilot program; and
83 (2) Require as a criterion for selection that eligible generating facilities with a combined generating
84 capacity of not less than two megawatts, and any eligible generating facility with a generating capacity
85 of more than two megawatts, be first placed in service on or after July 1, 2017.
86 c. Each investor-owned utility is authorized to select, under an asset purchase or power purchase
87 agreement, small eligible generating facilities for dedication to its pilot program without regard to
88 whether price criteria are satisfied by their selection if the selection of the small eligible generating
89 facilities materially advances non-price criteria, including a criterion favoring geographic distribution of
90 eligible generating facilities, provided that the generating capacity of small eligible generating facilities
91 does not exceed 25 percent of the utility's pilot program's minimum generating capacity specified in
92 subdivision 3.
93 d. An investor-owned utility shall not select through its RFP an electrical generation facility with a
94 generating capacity of more than two megawatts for its pilot program unless (i) the costs can be
95 appropriately documented for the portion of the facility's output, which portion shall not exceed two
96 megawatts, that is dedicated to the pilot program and (ii) for a Phase II Utility only, the portion of the
97 facility's generating capacity selected pursuant to this subdivision does not exceed 50 percent of the
98 investor-owned utility's pilot program's minimum generating capacity specified in subdivision 3. The
99 portion of the facility's generating capacity that exceeds the portion of the facility's generating capacity

100 that is selected pursuant to this subdivision shall not be applied in determining whether the pilot
101 program satisfies requirements of subdivision 3 regarding a pilot program's minimum generating
102 capacity.
103 e. In selecting eligible generating facilities for dedication to its pilot program, an investor-owned
104 utility shall give due consideration to relative costs, economic development benefits, and geographic
105 diversity of eligible generating facilities.
106 f. The investor-owned utility's application to the Commission shall include a description of the
107 application of the price and non-price criteria in the investor-owned utility's selection of participating
108 generating facilities from among the proposals submitted in response to the RFP.
109 3. The amount of generating capacity of the eligible generating facilities in an investor-owned
110 utility's pilot program shall not be less than (i) 0.5 megawatt if the pilot program is conducted by a
111 Phase I Utility or (ii) 10 megawatts if the pilot program is conducted by a Phase II Utility.
112 4. The amount of generating capacity of the eligible generating facilities in an investor-owned
113 utility's pilot program shall not exceed (i) 10 megawatts if the pilot program is conducted by a Phase I
114 Utility or (ii) 40 megawatts if the pilot program is conducted by a Phase II Utility.
115 5. An investor-owned utility shall have the option of increasing the amount of generating capacity of
116 the eligible generating facilities in its pilot program above the amount most recently approved by the
117 Commission, in such increments as the investor-owned utility elects, as follows:
118 a. Any such increase shall not result in an amount of generating capacity that exceeds the cap
119 specified for the investor-owned utility's pilot program under subdivision 4;
120 b. No such increase shall be authorized until such time that 90 percent of the amount of generating
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121 capacity of the eligible generating facilities then approved for its pilot program has been subscribed by
122 customers through the investor-owned utility's voluntary companion rate schedule;
123 c. An investor-owned utility may seek any number of increases in the amount of generating capacity
124 of the eligible generating facilities in its pilot program, subject to the conditions in subdivisions a and b;
125 and
126 d. The investor-owned utility shall select eligible generating facilities for any increase in the
127 generating capacity of its pilot program through an RFP process that complies with the requirements of
128 subdivision 2.
129 6. Each pilot program shall expire at the end of its pilot program period, unless renewed or made
130 permanent by appropriate legislation as provided in subsection G.
131 7. The renewable energy certificates and other environmental attributes associated with the voluntary
132 companion rate schedule shall be retired by the investor-owned utility on the subscribing customer's
133 behalf.
134 8. An investor-owned utility shall recover all its pilot program costs primarily through its voluntary
135 companion rate schedule. However, pilot program costs that are not recovered through the voluntary
136 companion rate schedule shall be recoverable from a participating third party and not from the
137 investor-owned utility's Virginia jurisdictional customers. To the extent participating third parties are
138 obligated for pilot program costs not recovered through the voluntary companion rate schedule,
139 variable-output contracts between participating third parties other than affiliates and investor-owned
140 utilities shall be negotiated at arm's length and shall not be reviewable by the Commission and shall
141 require no further Commission approvals pursuant to Chapter 4 (§ 56-76 et seq.) or other applicable law.
142 9. At the conclusion of the pilot program period, to the extent that the pilot program is not made
143 permanent or extended, each participating generating facility shall cease to be part of the pilot program
144 and shall return to operation under the variable-output contract with a participating third party.
145 10. Any fixed generation costs and fixed purchased power costs shall remain fixed for subscribing
146 customers throughout the duration of the subscribing customers' continuous and uninterrupted
147 participation in the voluntary companion rate schedule. A subscribing customer's participation in the
148 voluntary companion rate schedule shall be deemed to be continuous and uninterrupted notwithstanding
149 a change in the location where the customer receives service if the new location continues to be within
150 the investor-owned utility's service territory and the customer provides the investor-owned utility with
151 notice of the change prior to or within 90 days following the change. Investor-owned utilities are
152 authorized to decrease the generation or purchased power rate, or both, at any time to reflect cost
153 reductions, if any, subject to Commission review. If, pursuant to subdivision 9, the pilot program is not
154 made permanent or continued, the subscribing customers' subscriptions to the voluntary companion rate
155 schedule shall survive the termination of the pilot program.
156 11. A subscribing customer's usage that exceeds the amount subscribed for under the voluntary
157 companion rate schedule shall be billed under the customer's applicable standard rate.
158 12. An investor-owned utility shall not require a subscribing customer to enter an agreement or
159 subscription for participation in a pilot program of more than 12 months' duration unless the subscribing
160 customer's subscription exceeds 100 kW, or its equivalent in kWh, at the time the customer initially
161 enters into the agreement or subscription.
162 13. As part of an arrangement with a solar development entity, a utility may enter into an agreement
163 that provides for risk sharing and collaboration in marketing a utility's pilot program if the solar
164 development entity is a participating third party.
165 14. An investor-owned utility shall have the ability to close its pilot program to new subscribers
166 according to the terms of the voluntary companion rate schedule upon notice to the Commission. This
167 option shall be exercisable once per year, upon the anniversary date of the Commission's order
168 approving the voluntary companion rate schedule.
169 C. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection B of § 56-234 and §§ 56-249.6 and 56-585.1, upon
170 application of a utility consumer services cooperative the Commission shall review a proposal submitted
171 by the cooperative for a voluntary companion rate schedule. If the Commission finds that the proposal is
172 reasonable and prudent, it shall approve the voluntary companion rate schedule for the cooperative to
173 conduct a pilot program pursuant to this section. No utility consumer services cooperative shall be
174 required to conduct a pilot program pursuant to this section. In making an application to the
175 Commission pursuant to this subsection, a utility consumer services cooperative shall have flexibility to
176 design its voluntary companion rate schedule in a manner that, notwithstanding anything to the contrary
177 in this section, provides the cooperative the ability to:
178 1. Construct or purchase its generating facilities, or dedicate a portion of its existing power supply
179 portfolio, for its community solar pilot program along with one or more other utility consumer services
180 cooperatives, one or both Phase I or Phase II Utilities, or a utility aggregation cooperative, through
181 requests for proposal or through a contract with a third party or a utility aggregation cooperative;
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182 2. If constructing or purchasing its generating facilities, or dedicating a portion of its existing power
183 supply portfolio, for its pilot program through a utility aggregation cooperative, include generating
184 facilities that may be already in service or may be first placed into service at any time;
185 3. Utilize generating facilities of any generating capacity for its pilot program;
186 4. Physically locate the generating facilities used for the pilot program inside or outside of its
187 certificated service territory;
188 5. Design its voluntary companion rate schedule in coordination with one or more utility consumer
189 services cooperatives, such that participating subscribers from both cooperatives subscribe to an identical
190 rate schedule;
191 6. Permanently end its pilot program for all subscribers according to the terms of the voluntary
192 companion rate schedule; and
193 7. Recover pilot program costs that are not recovered through the voluntary companion rate schedule
194 by including unrecovered purchased power expense in the cooperative's cost of purchased power and
195 through a regulatory asset for unrecovered costs that are not purchased power expense, subject to the
196 oversight of the cooperative's board of directors, which regulatory asset shall be approved by the
197 Commission.
198 D. The participation of retail customers in a pilot program administered by a participating utility in
199 the Commonwealth is in the public interest. Voluntary companion rate schedules approved by the
200 Commission pursuant to this section are necessary in order to acquire information which is in
201 furtherance of the public interest. The Commission shall approve the recovery of pilot program costs
202 that it deems to be reasonable and prudent. The Commission shall also approve the pilot program
203 design, the voluntary companion rate schedule, and the portfolio of participating generating facilities. No
204 Commission review or approval of individual participating generating facilities, agreements, sites, or
205 RFPs shall be required pursuant to this section or any other section of the Code.
206 E. Any voluntary companion rate schedule approved by the Commission pursuant to this section shall
207 not be considered a tariff for electric energy provided 100 percent from renewable energy pursuant to §
208 56-577.
209 F. Each participating utility shall report on the status of its pilot program, including the number of
210 subscribing customers, to the Governor, the Commission, and the Chairmen of the House and Senate
211 Commerce and Labor Committees. The report shall be filed the earlier of (i) three years after the date a
212 customer of the participating utility first subscribes to its pilot program or (ii) July 1, 2022. If a
213 participating utility closes its pilot program to new subscribers pursuant to subdivision B 14, it shall
214 notify the Governor, the Commission, and the Chairmen of the House and Senate Commerce and Labor
215 Committees not later than three months after such closure, which notification shall (a) describe the
216 reasons for the closure and (b) be provided in lieu of the status report otherwise required by this
217 subsection.
218 G. At any time after filing its report on the status of its pilot program as required by subsection F, a
219 participating utility may petition the Commission to make its pilot program permanent. The petition
220 shall include a compliance filing with conforming changes to the participating utility's applicable rate
221 schedules. Upon the Commission's granting of the motion, the pilot program shall become a regular
222 rate schedule of the participating utility.
223 § 56-585.3. Regulation of cooperative rates after rate caps.
224 A. After the expiration or termination of capped rates, the rates, terms and conditions of distribution
225 electric cooperatives subject to Article 1 (§ 56-231.15 et seq.) of Chapter 9.1 of this title shall be
226 regulated in accordance with the provisions of Chapters 9.1 (§ 56-231.15 et seq.) and 10 (§ 56-232 et
227 seq.) of this title, as modified by the following provisions:
228 1. Except for energy related cost (fuel cost), the Commission shall not require any cooperative to
229 adjust, modify, or revise its rates, by means of riders or otherwise, to reflect changes in wholesale power
230 cost which occurred during the capped rate period, other than in a general rate proceeding;
231 2. Each cooperative may, without Commission approval or the requirement of any filing other than
232 as provided in this subdivision, upon an affirmative resolution of its board of directors, increase or
233 decrease all classes of its rates for distribution services at any time, provided, however, that such
234 adjustments will not effect a cumulative net increase or decrease in excess of 5 percent in such rates in
235 any three year period. Such adjustments will not affect or be limited by any existing fuel or wholesale
236 power cost adjustment provisions. The cooperative will promptly file any such revised rates with the
237 Commission for informational purposes;
238 3. Each cooperative may, without Commission approval, upon an affirmative resolution of its board
239 of directors, make any adjustment to its terms and conditions that does not affect the cooperative's
240 revenues from the distribution or supply of electric energy. In addition, a cooperative may make such
241 adjustments to any pass-through of third-party service charges and fees, and to any fees, charges and
242 deposits set out in Schedule F of such cooperative's Terms and Conditions filed as of January 1, 2007.
243 The cooperative will promptly file any such amended terms and conditions with the Commission for
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244 informational purposes;
245 4. Each cooperative may, without Commission approval or the requirement of any filing other than
246 as provided in this subdivision, upon an affirmative resolution of its board of directors, make any
247 adjustment to its rates reasonably calculated to collect any or all of the fixed costs of owning and
248 operating its electric distribution system, including without limitation, such costs as are identified as
249 customer-related costs in a cost of service study, through a new or modified fixed monthly charge,
250 rather than through volumetric charges associated with the use of electric energy or demand; however,
251 such adjustments shall be revenue neutral based on the cooperative's determination of the proper
252 intra-class allocation of the revenues produced by its then current rates. The cooperative may elect, but
253 is not required, to implement such adjustments through incremental changes over the course of up to
254 three years. The cooperative shall file promptly revised tariffs reflecting any such adjustments with the
255 Commission for informational purposes; and
256 5. A cooperative may, at any time after the expiration or termination of capped rates, petition the
257 Commission for approval of one or more rate adjustment clauses for the timely and current recovery
258 from customers of the costs described in subdivisions A 5 b and e of § 56-585.1.
259 B. None of the adjustments described in subdivisions A 2 through A 5 will apply to the rates paid
260 by any customer that takes service by means of dedicated distribution facilities and had noncoincident
261 peak demand in excess of 90 megawatts in calendar year 2006.
262 C. Nothing in this section shall be deemed to grant to a cooperative any authority to amend or adjust
263 any terms and conditions of service or agreements regarding pole attachments or the use of the
264 cooperative's poles or conduits.
265 § 56-585.4. Net energy metering transition provisions for electric cooperatives.
266 Distribution electric cooperatives subject to Article 1 (§ 56-231.15 et seq.) of Chapter 9.1 shall be
267 regulated in accordance with the provisions of Chapters 9.1 (§ 56-231.15 et seq.) and 10 (§ 56-232 et
268 seq.), as amended by relevant sections of this chapter and by the following provisions:
269 1. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this title, each cooperative may, without Commission
270 approval or the requirement of any filing other than as provided in this subdivision, upon the adoption
271 by its board of directors of a resolution so providing, make adjustments in the cooperative's rates,
272 terms, conditions, and rate schedules governing net energy metering as provided in this section by
273 electing to subject itself to the provisions of this section. The cooperative promptly shall (i) file such
274 resolution with the Commission for informational purposes and (ii) place a notice of its board of
275 directors' adoption of such resolution (the Cooperative Net Energy Metering Transition Notice) on the
276 cooperative's website. The Cooperative Net Energy Metering Transition Notice shall contain an initial
277 election date and a date upon which, for each class of net energy metering customer, the transition
278 shall become effective upon the first to occur of (a) the date the cooperative reaches the cap set forth in
279 subsection F of § 56-594.01 or (b) five years following the date of the initial Cooperative Net Energy
280 Metering Transition Notice. A Cooperative Net Energy Metering Transition Notice may be amended and
281 refiled as the cooperative deems appropriate at any time. Any eligible customer-generator as defined in
282 § 56-594 that was interconnected prior to a transition start date enumerated in a Cooperative Net
283 Energy Metering Transition Notice may continue to participate in net energy metering pursuant to the
284 terms of § 56-594.01 until July 1, 2039.
285 2. After the transition date for a class of customers, any standby charges implemented by the
286 cooperative pursuant to subsection H of § 56-594.01 shall be eliminated and are prohibited. The
287 cooperative may make any necessary changes to rate schedules or terms and conditions and shall
288 promptly file the same with the Commission for informational purposes.
289 3. Whenever the cooperative's transition date occurs, the cooperative may establish and publish,
290 without Commission approval or the requirement of any filing other than as provided in this subdivision,
291 a new companion rate schedule or rider for purposes of its new net energy metering program
292 established pursuant to this section and shall promptly file the same with the Commission for
293 informational purposes.
294 4. The new rate schedule or rider described in subdivision 3 may contain a demand charge or
295 charges based upon a customer's monthly, ratcheted, or 60-minute absolute value noncoincident peak
296 demand for customers that were not previously subject to demand charges; however, such demand
297 charges shall be revenue neutral based on the cooperative's determination of the proper intra-class
298 allocation of the revenues produced by its then-current rates serving the same class of customer. The
299 cooperative shall implement such new demand charge through the provisions of subdivision 5. The
300 cooperative shall file promptly revised tariffs reflecting any such new demand charges with the
301 Commission for informational purposes. If customers in a rate class with preexisting demand charges
302 enter net energy metering following the transition date, their existing demand charges shall be frozen
303 for the duration of the five-year period described in subdivision 5. For all customers entering net energy
304 metering following the transition date, fixed monthly customer charges shall be capped at the higher of
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305 the customer's then-applicable fixed monthly customer charge as of the transition date or $20 for the
306 duration of the five-year period described in subdivision 5.
307 5. For purposes of implementing subdivision 4, a cooperative shall, after the published transition
308 date for a given class of customers, close its existing net energy metering rate schedule rider to new
309 customers and open a new tariff pursuant to subdivision 3. Demand charges shall be implemented over
310 a five-year period. In the first year of the five-year period, the demand charges shall be set to zero. In
311 the second year of the five-year period, implementation of the demand rates may begin, and demand
312 charges shall not exceed $0.25 per kilowatt of distribution demand and $0.25 per kilowatt of supply
313 demand. In the third year of the five-year period, the demand charges shall not exceed $0.50 per
314 kilowatt of distribution demand and $0.50 per kilowatt of supply demand. In the fourth year of the
315 five-year period, the demand charges shall not exceed $0.75 per kilowatt of distribution demand and
316 $0.75 per kilowatt of supply demand. In the fifth year of the five-year period, the demand charges shall
317 not exceed $1 per kilowatt of distribution demand and $1 per kilowatt of supply demand. Following the
318 expiration of the five-year period, the cooperative is authorized to rebalance its rates. In any filing for
319 informational purposes, the cooperative shall clearly set forth to the Commission the schedule for the
320 five-year period.
321 6. After the transition date for a given class of customers, the following caps, which shall be in lieu
322 of the caps established by subsection F of § 56-594.01, shall apply to net energy metering for that class
323 of customer. The caps shall be calculated as described in subsection F of § 56-594.01 except that the
324 caps shall be adjusted as follows, expressed in alternating current nameplate capacity of the generators:
325 three percent of system peak for residential customers, four percent of system peak for not-for-profit and
326 nonjurisdictional customers, and two percent for other nonresidential customers.
327 7. After the transition date for a given class of customers, only the following restrictions shall apply
328 to the capacity of a net energy metering electrical generating facility:
329 a. For nonresidential customers, the maximum capacity shall not exceed the lesser of:
330 (1) 1.2 megawatts alternating current or one percent of the cooperative's system peak calculated
331 according to the methodology described in subsection F of § 56-594.01; or
332 (2) The expected annual energy consumption based on the previous 12 months of billing history or
333 an annualized calculation of billing history if 12 months of billing history is not available; and
334 b. For residential customers, the maximum capacity shall not exceed 125 percent of the expected
335 annual energy consumption based on the previous 12 months of billing history or an annualized
336 calculation of billing history if 12 months of billing history is not available.
337 8. After the transition date for a given class of customers, third-party partial requirements power
338 purchase agreements entered into with registered providers shall be permitted for that class of customer
339 pursuant to subsection K of § 56-594.01.
340 § 56-594. Net energy metering provisions.
341 A. The Commission shall establish by regulation a program that affords eligible customer-generators
342 the opportunity to participate in net energy metering, and a program, to begin no later than July 1, 2014,
343 for customers of investor-owned utilities and to begin no later than July 1, 2015, and to end July 1,
344 2019, for customers of electric cooperatives as provided in subsection G, to afford eligible agricultural
345 customer-generators the opportunity to participate in net energy metering. The regulations may include,
346 but need not be limited to, requirements for (i) retail sellers; (ii) owners or operators of distribution or
347 transmission facilities; (iii) providers of default service; (iv) eligible customer-generators; (v) eligible
348 agricultural customer-generators; or (vi) any combination of the foregoing, as the Commission
349 determines will facilitate the provision of net energy metering, provided that the Commission determines
350 that such requirements do not adversely affect the public interest. On and after July 1, 2017, small
351 agricultural generators or eligible agricultural customer-generators may elect to interconnect pursuant to
352 the provisions of this section or as small agricultural generators pursuant to § 56-594.2, but not both.
353 Existing eligible agricultural customer-generators may elect to become small agricultural generators, but
354 may not revert to being eligible agricultural customer-generators after such election. On and after July 1,
355 2019, interconnection of eligible agricultural customer-generators shall cease for electric cooperatives
356 only, and such facilities shall interconnect solely as small agricultural generators. For electric
357 cooperatives, eligible agricultural customer-generators whose renewable energy generating facilities were
358 interconnected before July 1, 2019, may continue to participate in net energy metering pursuant to this
359 section for a period not to exceed 25 years from the date of their renewable energy generating facility's
360 original interconnection.
361 B. For the purpose of this section:
362 "Eligible agricultural customer-generator" means a customer that operates a renewable energy
363 generating facility as part of an agricultural business, which generating facility (i) uses as its sole energy
364 source solar power, wind power, or aerobic or anaerobic digester gas, (ii) does not have an aggregate
365 generation capacity of more than 500 kilowatts, (iii) is located on land owned or controlled by the
366 agricultural business, (iv) is connected to the customer's wiring on the customer's side of its
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367 interconnection with the distributor; (v) is interconnected and operated in parallel with an electric
368 company's transmission and distribution facilities, and (vi) is used primarily to provide energy to
369 metered accounts of the agricultural business. An eligible agricultural customer-generator may be served
370 by multiple meters that are located at separate but contiguous sites, such that the eligible agricultural
371 customer-generator may aggregate in a single account the electricity consumption and generation
372 measured by the meters, provided that the same utility serves all such meters. The aggregated load shall
373 be served under the appropriate tariff.
374 "Eligible customer-generator" means a customer that owns and operates, or contracts with other
375 persons to own, operate, or both, an electrical generating facility that (i) has a capacity of not more than
376 20 kilowatts for residential customers and not more than one megawatt for nonresidential customers on
377 an electrical generating facility placed in service after July 1, 2015; (ii) uses as its total source of fuel
378 renewable energy, as defined in § 56-576; (iii) is located on the customer's premises and is connected to
379 the customer's wiring on the customer's side of its interconnection with the distributor; (iv) is
380 interconnected and operated in parallel with an electric company's transmission and distribution facilities;
381 and (v) is intended primarily to offset all or part of the customer's own electricity requirements. In
382 addition to the electrical generating facility size limitations in clause (i), the capacity of any generating
383 facility installed under this section after July 1, 2015, shall not exceed the expected annual energy
384 consumption based on the previous 12 months of billing history or an annualized calculation of billing
385 history if 12 months of billing history is not available.
386 "Net energy metering" means measuring the difference, over the net metering period, between (i)
387 electricity supplied to an eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator from the
388 electric grid and (ii) the electricity generated and fed back to the electric grid by the eligible
389 customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator.
390 "Net metering period" means the 12-month period following the date of final interconnection of the
391 eligible customer-generator's or eligible agricultural customer-generator's system with an electric service
392 provider, and each 12-month period thereafter.
393 "Small agricultural generator" has the same meaning that is ascribed to that term in § 56-594.2.
394 C. The Commission's regulations shall ensure that (i) the metering equipment installed for net
395 metering shall be capable of measuring the flow of electricity in two directions and (ii) any eligible
396 customer-generator seeking to participate in net energy metering shall notify its supplier and receive
397 approval to interconnect prior to installation of an electrical generating facility. The electric distribution
398 company shall have 30 days from the date of notification for residential facilities, and 60 days from the
399 date of notification for nonresidential facilities, to determine whether the interconnection requirements
400 have been met. Such regulations shall allocate fairly the cost of such equipment and any necessary
401 interconnection. An eligible customer-generator's electrical generating system, and each electrical
402 generating system of an eligible agricultural customer-generator, shall meet all applicable safety and
403 performance standards established by the National Electrical Code, the Institute of Electrical and
404 Electronics Engineers, and accredited testing laboratories such as Underwriters Laboratories. Beyond the
405 requirements set forth in this section and to ensure public safety, power quality, and reliability of the
406 supplier's electric distribution system, an eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural
407 customer-generator whose electrical generating system meets those standards and rules shall bear all
408 reasonable costs of equipment required for the interconnection to the supplier's electric distribution
409 system, including costs, if any, to (a) install additional controls, (b) perform or pay for additional tests,
410 and (c) purchase additional liability insurance.
411 D. The Commission shall establish minimum requirements for contracts to be entered into by the
412 parties to net metering arrangements. Such requirements shall protect the eligible customer-generator or
413 eligible agricultural customer-generator against discrimination by virtue of its status as an eligible
414 customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator, and permit customers that are served on
415 time-of-use tariffs that have electricity supply demand charges contained within the electricity supply
416 portion of the time-of-use tariffs to participate as an eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural
417 customer-generator. Notwithstanding the cost allocation provisions of subsection C, eligible
418 customer-generators or eligible agricultural customer-generators served on demand charge-based
419 time-of-use tariffs shall bear the incremental metering costs required to net meter such customers.
420 E. If electricity generated by an eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator
421 over the net metering period exceeds the electricity consumed by the eligible customer-generator or
422 eligible agricultural customer-generator, the customer-generator or eligible agricultural
423 customer-generator shall be compensated for the excess electricity if the entity contracting to receive
424 such electric energy and the eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator enter
425 into a power purchase agreement for such excess electricity. Upon the written request of the eligible
426 customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator, the supplier that serves the eligible
427 customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator shall enter into a power purchase
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428 agreement with the requesting eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator that
429 is consistent with the minimum requirements for contracts established by the Commission pursuant to
430 subsection D. The power purchase agreement shall obligate the supplier to purchase such excess
431 electricity at the rate that is provided for such purchases in a net metering standard contract or tariff
432 approved by the Commission, unless the parties agree to a higher rate. The eligible customer-generator
433 or eligible agricultural customer-generator owns any renewable energy certificates associated with its
434 electrical generating facility; however, at the time that the eligible customer-generator or eligible
435 agricultural customer-generator enters into a power purchase agreement with its supplier, the eligible
436 customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator shall have a one-time option to sell the
437 renewable energy certificates associated with such electrical generating facility to its supplier and be
438 compensated at an amount that is established by the Commission to reflect the value of such renewable
439 energy certificates. Nothing in this section shall prevent the eligible customer-generator or eligible
440 agricultural customer-generator and the supplier from voluntarily entering into an agreement for the sale
441 and purchase of excess electricity or renewable energy certificates at mutually-agreed upon prices if the
442 eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator does not exercise its option to sell
443 its renewable energy certificates to its supplier at Commission-approved prices at the time that the
444 eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator enters into a power purchase
445 agreement with its supplier. All costs incurred by the supplier to purchase excess electricity and
446 renewable energy certificates from eligible customer-generators or eligible agricultural
447 customer-generators shall be recoverable through its Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard (RPS) rate
448 adjustment clause, if the supplier has a Commission-approved RPS plan. If not, then all costs shall be
449 recoverable through the supplier's fuel adjustment clause. For purposes of this section, "all costs" shall
450 be defined as the rates paid to the eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator
451 for the purchase of excess electricity and renewable energy certificates and any administrative costs
452 incurred to manage the eligible customer-generator's or eligible agricultural customer-generator's power
453 purchase arrangements. The net metering standard contract or tariff shall be available to eligible
454 customer-generators or eligible agricultural customer-generators on a first-come, first-served basis in
455 each electric distribution company's Virginia service area until the rated generating capacity owned and
456 operated by eligible customer-generators, eligible agricultural customer-generators, and small agricultural
457 generators in the state Commonwealth reaches one percent of each electric distribution company's
458 adjusted Virginia peak-load forecast for the previous year (the systemwide cap), and shall require the
459 supplier to pay the eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator for such excess
460 electricity in a timely manner at a rate to be established by the Commission.
461 F. Any residential eligible customer-generator or eligible agricultural customer-generator who owns
462 and operates, or contracts with other persons to own, operate, or both, an electrical generating facility
463 with a capacity that exceeds 10 kilowatts shall pay to its supplier, in addition to any other charges
464 authorized by law, a monthly standby charge. The amount of the standby charge and the terms and
465 conditions under which it is assessed shall be in accordance with a methodology developed by the
466 supplier and approved by the Commission. The Commission shall approve a supplier's proposed standby
467 charge methodology if it finds that the standby charges collected from all such eligible
468 customer-generators and eligible agricultural customer-generators allow the supplier to recover only the
469 portion of the supplier's infrastructure costs that are properly associated with serving such eligible
470 customer-generators or eligible agricultural customer-generators. Such an eligible customer-generator or
471 eligible agricultural customer-generator shall not be liable for a standby charge until the date specified in
472 an order of the Commission approving its supplier's methodology.
473 G. On and after the later of July 1, 2019, or the effective date of regulations that the Commission is
474 required to adopt pursuant to § 56-594.01, (i) net energy metering in the service territory of each
475 electric cooperative shall be conducted as provided in a program implemented pursuant to § 56-594.01
476 and (ii) the provisions of this section shall not apply to net energy metering in the service territory of
477 an electric cooperative except as provided in § 56-594.01.
478 H. When, in the judgment of an investor-owned utility, the rated generating capacity owned and
479 operated by eligible customer-generators, eligible agricultural customer-generators, and small
480 agricultural generators in the Commonwealth will reach the systemwide cap established in subsection E
481 within 12 months, the investor-owned utility shall file with the Commission an application for a new net
482 energy metering rate schedule, which is hereby authorized notwithstanding any contrary provision of
483 this section or other law. If the Commission finds that the new net energy metering rate schedule is just
484 and reasonable and approves the application, the Commission shall specify a date after which eligible
485 customer-generators or eligible agricultural customer-generators whose generation facilities have a
486 rated generating capacity that would be in excess of the systemwide cap may be interconnected subject
487 to the newly approved rate schedule or schedules.
488 § 56-594.01. Net energy metering provisions for electric cooperative service territories.
489 A. The Commission shall establish by regulation a program that affords eligible customer-generators
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490 the opportunity to participate in net energy metering in the service territory of each electric cooperative,
491 which program shall commence on the later of July 1, 2019, or the effective date of such regulations.
492 Such regulations shall be similar to existing regulations promulgated pursuant to § 56-594. In lieu of
493 adopting new regulations, the Commission may amend such existing regulations to apply to electric
494 cooperatives with such revisions as are required to comply with the provisions of this section. The
495 regulations may include requirements applicable to (i) retail sellers, (ii) owners or operators of
496 distribution or transmission facilities, (iii) providers of default service, (iv) eligible customer-generators,
497 or (v) any combination of the foregoing, as the Commission determines will facilitate the provision of
498 net energy metering, provided that the Commission determines that such requirements do not adversely
499 affect the public interest.
500 B. As used in this section:
501 "Division" means the Commission's Division of Public Utility Regulation.
502 "Eligible customer-generator" means a customer that owns and operates, or contracts with other
503 persons to own, operate, or both, an electrical generating facility that (i) has a capacity of not more
504 than 20 kilowatts for residential customers and not more than one megawatt for nonresidential
505 customers on an electrical generating facility placed in service after July 1, 2015; (ii) uses as its total
506 source of fuel renewable energy as defined in § 56-576; (iii) is located on the customer's premises and
507 is connected to the customer's wiring on the customer's side of its interconnection with the distributor;
508 (iv) is interconnected and operated in parallel with an electric company's transmission and distribution
509 facilities; and (v) is intended primarily to offset all or part of the customer's own electricity
510 requirements. In addition to the electrical generating facility size limitations in clause (i), the capacity of
511 any generating facility installed under this section after July 1, 2015, shall not exceed the expected
512 annual energy consumption based on the previous 12 months of billing history or an annualized
513 calculation of billing history if 12 months of billing history is not available.
514 "Net energy metering" means measuring the difference, over the net metering period, between (i)
515 electricity supplied to an eligible customer-generator from the electric grid and (ii) the electricity
516 generated and fed back to the electric grid by the eligible customer-generator.
517 "Net metering period" means the 12-month period following the date of final interconnection of the
518 eligible customer-generator's system with an electric service provider, and each 12-month period
519 thereafter.
520 C. The Commission's regulations shall ensure that (i) the metering equipment installed for net
521 metering shall be capable of measuring the flow of electricity in two directions and (ii) any eligible
522 customer-generator seeking to participate in net energy metering shall notify its supplier and receive
523 approval to interconnect prior to installation of an electrical generating facility. The Commission shall
524 publish a form for such prior notice and such notice shall be processed promptly by the supplier prior
525 to any construction activity taking place. A separate additional inspection and documentation thereof
526 shall be required prior to interconnection. The electric distribution company shall have 30 days from the
527 date of each notification for residential facilities, and 60 days from the date of each notification for
528 nonresidential facilities, to determine whether the interconnection requirements have been met. Such
529 regulations shall allocate fairly the cost of such equipment and any necessary interconnection. An
530 eligible customer-generator's electrical generating system shall meet all applicable safety and
531 performance standards established by the National Electrical Code, the Institute of Electrical and
532 Electronics Engineers, and accredited testing laboratories such as Underwriters Laboratories. In
533 addition to the requirements set forth in this section and to ensure public safety, power quality, and
534 reliability of the supplier's electric distribution system, an eligible customer-generator whose electrical
535 generating system meets those standards and rules shall bear all reasonable costs of equipment required
536 for the interconnection to the supplier's electric distribution system, including costs, if any, to (a) install
537 additional controls, (b) perform or pay for additional tests, and (c) purchase additional liability
538 insurance. An electric cooperative may publish and use its own forms, including an electronic form, for
539 purposes of implementing the regulations described herein so long as the information collected on the
540 Commission's form is also collected by the cooperative and submitted to the Commission.
541 D. The Commission shall establish minimum requirements for contracts to be entered into by the
542 parties to net metering arrangements. Such requirements shall protect the eligible customer-generator
543 against discrimination by virtue of its status as an eligible customer-generator and permit customers
544 that are served on time-of-use tariffs that have electricity supply demand charges contained within the
545 electricity supply portion of the time-of-use tariffs to participate as an eligible customer-generator.
546 Notwithstanding the cost allocation provisions of subsection C, eligible customer-generators served on
547 demand charge-based time-of-use tariffs shall bear the incremental metering costs required to net meter
548 such customers.
549 E. If electricity generated by an eligible customer-generator over the net metering period exceeds the
550 electricity consumed by the eligible customer-generator, the customer-generator shall be compensated
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551 for the excess electricity if the entity contracting to receive such electric energy and the eligible
552 customer-generator enter into a power purchase agreement for such excess electricity. Upon the written
553 request of the eligible customer-generator, the supplier that serves the eligible customer-generator shall
554 enter into a power purchase agreement with the requesting eligible customer-generator that is consistent
555 with the minimum requirements for contracts established by the Commission pursuant to subsection D.
556 The power purchase agreement shall obligate the supplier to purchase such excess electricity at the rate
557 that is provided for such purchases in a net metering standard contract or tariff approved by the
558 Commission, unless the parties agree to a higher rate. The eligible customer-generator owns any
559 renewable energy certificates associated with its electrical generating facility; however, at the time that
560 the eligible customer-generator enters into a power purchase agreement with its supplier, the eligible
561 customer-generator shall have a one-time option to sell the renewable energy certificates associated with
562 such electrical generating facility to its supplier and be compensated at an amount that is established by
563 the Commission to reflect the value of such renewable energy certificates. Nothing in this section shall
564 prevent the eligible customer-generator and the supplier from voluntarily entering into an agreement for
565 the sale and purchase of excess electricity or renewable energy certificates at mutually agreed upon
566 prices if the eligible customer-generator does not exercise its option to sell its renewable energy
567 certificates to its supplier at Commission-approved prices at the time that the eligible
568 customer-generator enters into a power purchase agreement with its supplier. All costs incurred by the
569 supplier to purchase excess electricity and renewable energy certificates from eligible
570 customer-generators shall be recoverable through its fuel adjustment clause. For purposes of this
571 section, "all costs" shall be defined as the rates paid to the eligible customer-generator for the purchase
572 of excess electricity and renewable energy certificates and any administrative costs incurred to manage
573 the eligible customer-generator's power purchase arrangements. The net metering standard contract or
574 tariff shall be available to eligible customer-generators on a first-come, first-served basis, subject to the
575 provisions of subsection F, and shall require the supplier to pay the eligible customer-generator for
576 such excess electricity in a timely manner at a rate to be established by the Commission.
577 F. Net energy metering shall be open to customers on a first-come, first-served basis until such time
578 as the total capacity of the generation facilities, expressed in alternating current nameplate, reaches two
579 percent of system peak for residential customers, two percent of system peak for not-for-profit and
580 nonjurisdictional customers, and one percent of system peak for other nonresidential customers, which
581 are herein referred to as the electric cooperative's caps. As used in this subsection, "percent of system
582 peak" refers to a percentage of the electric cooperative's highest total system peak, based on the
583 noncoincident peak of the electric cooperative or the coincident peak of all of the electric cooperative's
584 customers, within the past three years as listed in Part O, Line 20 of Form 7 filed with the Rural
585 Utilities Service or its equivalent, less any portion of the cooperative's total load that is served by a
586 competitive service provider or by a market-based rate. Such caps shall not decrease but may increase
587 if the system peak in any year exceeds the previous year's system peak. Nothing in this subsection shall
588 amend or confer new rights upon any existing nonjurisdictional contract or arrangement or work to
589 submit any nonjurisdictional customer, contract, or arrangement to the jurisdiction of the Commission.
590 For purposes of calculating the caps established in this subsection, all net energy metering shall be
591 counted, whenever interconnected, and shall include net energy metering interconnected pursuant to
592 § 56-594, agricultural net energy metering, and any net energy metering entered into with a third-party
593 provider registered pursuant to subsection K. Net energy metering with nonjurisdictional customers
594 entered into prior to July 1, 2019, may be counted toward the caps, in the discretion of the cooperative,
595 as net energy metering if the nonjurisdictional customer takes service pursuant to a cooperative's net
596 energy metering rider. Net energy metering with nonjurisdictional customers entered into on or after
597 July 1, 2019, shall be counted toward the caps by default unless the cooperative has reason to exclude
598 such net energy metering as subject to a separate contract or arrangement. Each electric cooperative
599 governed by this section shall publish information regarding the calculation and status of its caps
600 pursuant to this subsection, or the electric cooperative's systemwide cap established in § 56-585.4 if
601 applicable, on the electric cooperative's website.
602 G. An electric cooperative may, without Commission approval or the requirement of any filing other
603 than as provided in this subsection, upon the adoption by its board of directors of a resolution so
604 providing, raise the caps established in subsection F up to a cumulative total of seven percent of system
605 peak, calculated according to the methodology described in subsection F, and allocated among
606 residential, not-for-profit and nonjurisdictional, and other nonresidential customers as the board of
607 directors may find to be in the interests of the electric cooperative's membership. The electric
608 cooperative shall promptly file a revised net energy metering compliance filing with the Commission for
609 informational purposes.
610 H. Any residential eligible customer-generator who owns and operates, or contracts with other
611 persons to own, operate, or both, an electrical generating facility with a capacity that exceeds 10
612 kilowatts shall pay to its supplier, in addition to any other charges authorized by law, a monthly
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613 standby charge. The amount of the standby charge and the terms and conditions under which it is
614 assessed shall be in accordance with a methodology developed by the supplier and approved by the
615 Commission. The Commission shall approve a supplier's proposed standby charge methodology if it
616 finds that the standby charges collected from all such eligible customer-generators allow the supplier to
617 recover only the portion of the supplier's infrastructure costs that are properly associated with serving
618 such eligible customer-generators. Such an eligible customer-generator shall not be liable for a standby
619 charge until the date specified in an order of the Commission approving its supplier's methodology.
620 I. Any eligible agricultural customer-generator interconnected in an electric cooperative service
621 territory prior to July 1, 2019, shall continue to be governed by § 56-594 and the regulations adopted
622 pursuant thereto throughout the grandfathering period described in subsection A of § 56-594.
623 J. Any eligible customer-generator served by a competitive service provider pursuant to the
624 provisions of § 56-577 shall engage in net energy metering only with such supplier and pursuant only to
625 tariffs filed by such supplier. Such an eligible customer-generator shall pay the full portion of its
626 distribution charges, without offset or netting, to its electric cooperative.
627 K. After the conclusion of the Commission's rulemaking proceeding pursuant to subsection L,
628 third-party partial requirements power purchase agreements, the purpose of which is to finance the
629 purchase of renewable generation facilities by eligible customer-generators through the sale of
630 electricity, shall be permitted pursuant to the provisions of this section only for those retail customers
631 and nonjurisdictional customers of the electric cooperative that are exempt from federal income
632 taxation, unless otherwise permitted by § 56-585.4. No person shall offer a third-party partial
633 requirements power purchase agreement in the service territory of an electric cooperative without
634 fulfilling the registration requirements set forth in this section and complying with applicable
635 Commission rules, including those adopted pursuant to subdivision L 2.
636 L. After August 1, 2019, the Commission shall conduct a rulemaking proceeding to promulgate the
637 regulations necessary to implement this section as follows:
638 1. In conducting such a proceeding, the Commission may require notice to be given to current
639 eligible customer-generators and eligible agricultural customer-generators but shall not require general
640 publication of the notice. An opportunity to request a hearing shall be afforded, but a hearing is not
641 required. In the rulemaking proceeding, the electric cooperatives governed by this section shall be
642 required to submit compliance filings, but no other individual proceedings shall be required or
643 conducted.
644 2. In promulgating regulations to govern third-party power purchase agreement providers as retail
645 sellers, the Commission shall:
646 a. Direct the Division to administer a registration system for such providers;
647 b. Enumerate in its regulations the jurisdiction of the Commission over providers, generally limited
648 in scope to the behavior of providers, customer complaints, and their compliance with the registration
649 requirements and stating clearly that civil contract disputes and claims for damages against providers
650 shall not be subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission;
651 c. Establish the maximum extent of its authority over such providers, to be limited to any or all of:
652 (1) Monetary penalties against registered providers not to exceed $30,000 per provider registration;
653 (2) Orders for providers to cease or desist from a certain practice, act, or omission;
654 (3) Debarment of registered providers;
655 (4) The issuance of orders to show cause; and
656 (5) Authority incident to subdivisions (1) through (4);
657 d. Delineate in its regulations two classes of providers, one for residential customers and one for
658 nonresidential customers;
659 e. Direct the Division to set up a self-certification system as described in this subdivision;
660 f. Establish business practice and consumer protection standards from a national renewable energy
661 association whose business is germane to the businesses of the providers;
662 g. Require providers to comply with other applicable Commission regulations governing
663 interconnection and safety, including utility procedures governing the same;
664 h. Require minimum capitalization or other bond or surety that, in the judgment of the Commission,
665 is necessary for adequate consumer protection and in the public interest;
666 i. Require the payment of a fee of $250 for residential and nonresidential provider registration; and
667 j. Provide that no registered provider, by virtue of that status alone, shall be considered a public
668 utility or competitive service provider for purposes of this title.
669 3. The self-certification system described in this subdivision shall require a provider to certify to the
670 Division, under oath and subject to the penalties of perjury and debarment as a provider, (i) that it is
671 licensed to do business in Virginia; (ii) the names of the responsible officers of the provider entity; (iii)
672 that its named officers have no felony convictions or convictions for crimes of moral turpitude or, if they
673 do, that the Commission is satisfied after an investigation and formal proceeding that the registration is
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674 in the public interest; (iv) that it will abide by all applicable Commission regulations promulgated under
675 this section or for purposes of interconnections and safety; (v) that it will appoint an officer to be a
676 primary liaison to the Division; (vi) that it will appoint an employee to be a primary contact for
677 customer complaints; (vii) that it will have and disclose to customers a dispute resolution procedure;
678 (viii) that it has specified in its registration materials in which territories it intends to offer power
679 purchase agreements; (ix) that it, and each of its named officers, agree to submit themselves to the
680 jurisdiction of the Commission as described in this subdivision; and (x) that, once registered, the
681 provider shall report any material changes in its registration materials to the Division, as a continuing
682 obligation of registration. The Division shall send a copy of the registration materials to each
683 cooperative in whose territory the provider intends to offer power purchase agreements. The Division,
684 once satisfied that the certifications required pursuant to this subdivision are complete, and not more
685 than 30 days following the initial and complete submittal of the registration materials, shall enter the
686 provider onto the official register of providers. No formal Commission proceeding is required for
687 registration but may be initiated if the Division (a) has reason to doubt the veracity of the certifications
688 of the provider, (b) needs to investigate the fitness of any named officer in the case of criminal
689 convictions, or (c) in any other case, if, in the judgment of the Division, extenuating or extraordinary
690 circumstances exist that warrant a proceeding. The Division shall not investigate the corporate
691 structure, financing, bookkeeping, accounting practices, contracting practices, prices, or terms and
692 conditions in a third-party partial requirements power purchase agreement in the absence of a customer
693 complaint or extenuating or extraordinary circumstances. The Division shall refer a customer with a
694 contractual dispute with its provider to the civil courts of the Commonwealth if the dispute does not
695 involve the provider's honesty, representations to the customer, or behavior with the customer.
696 4. The Commission shall complete such rulemaking procedure within 12 months of its initiation.
697 2. That the provisions of this act may result in a net increase in periods of imprisonment or
698 commitment. Pursuant to § 30-19.1:4 of the Code of Virginia, the estimated amount of the
699 necessary appropriation cannot be determined for periods of imprisonment in state adult
700 correctional facilities; therefore, Chapter 2 of the Acts of Assembly of 2018, Special Session I,
701 requires the Virginia Criminal Sentencing Commission to assign a minimum fiscal impact of
702 $50,000. Pursuant to § 30-19.1:4 of the Code of Virginia, the estimated amount of the necessary
703 appropriation is $0 for periods of commitment to the custody of the Department of Juvenile
704 Justice.


